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Those separated from employment, possessing both a strong will, and capabilities to be re-empoyed – in light of health 

& family status, who despite aggressive job search activities remain unemployed.  

 

 

The ‘Job-seeker allowance’（Basic allowance & others）is intended to support those seeking re-employment. As such, in 

principle, those who fit the following descriptions are not qualified to receive the benefit. However, there may be exceptions, 

so please visit your local PESO office, if any questions.  

Those who are: 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

③ Those who fit the following descriptions are un-qualified to receive ‘Job-seeker’ allowance 

For those separated from Employment  

② Definition of ‘those unemployed who can work immediately’ 

◆This pamphlet explains important considerations for those who were recently separated from 
employment; for details, please contact your local PESO. Please also reference the backside of
「separation from employment format - 2 」. 

As a part of Unemployment Insurance benefits in support of the unemployed, a ‘Job-seeker allowance’ is available for 

those currently unemployed, so they may live steadily, engage in job-search activities, and be re-employed even a day 

sooner. The ‘Job-seeker allowance’ is classified into the ‘Basic allowance’, intended for general beneficiaries; the ‘Senior 

job-seeker continued allowance’ intended for senior-aged beneficiaries who continue to be covered under the insurance

（※１）; and ‘Special one-time allowance’ intended for short-term specialized employees who are beneficiaries（※２）. 

Procedures for claiming these benefits are indicated below, where those for ‘Basic allowance’ are presented as a primary 

example:   
※１ Those who are employed by the same employer prior to, and past the age 65. 

（Those who were employed as shipping crew may have different age clause depending on date of birth） 

※２ Those whose employment is defined by seasonal projects; therefore employment status is defined by seasons. 

 
① Focused on household chores 
② Focused on academic pursuets, such as being a day-time 

student, or equivalent  
③ Occupied with family-business, and unable to be employed 

otherwise 
④ Self-employed, or about to be self-employed 
⑤ Next employment has been decided 
⑥ Wish to be employed in short-term work that are unqualified 

for Unemployment Benefits 

⑦ Operating business under own name 
⑧ Assigned a company Director 

（including planned assignment as well as assignment ‘in 
name only’） 

⑨ Employed（including those under trial period） 
⑩ Part-time or hourly workers 
⑪ Repeats cycle of being employed, and separated again and 

again, with the same business establishment.  

Please refer to ② and thereafter Please refer to P.4 clause ⑩ 

Those unemployed who can not work due to – illness, child-birth 

or child-rearing - please apply for Extention of Recipient Period  

Those unemployed who can work immediately, 

please follow Recipient Qualification Procedures 

（for job-seekers） 

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare Hello work 

PL281024 保 01 

① Job-seeker allowance under the Unemployment Insurance  
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Items needed to register for receiving allowances 

 
1. Separation from Employment format―１→ Write your name & bank account information（refer to below） 

2. Separation from Employment format―2 

3.① Individual Number verification documents 

  One of the following items: Individual Number card, 

 Individual Number notification card, or a copy of certificate of 

 residence in which Individual Number is described（or,  

certificate validating residence）. 

② Identity verification documents 

Driver’s license, a certificate of driving history, 

Individual Number card, or a resident card, etc. 

  Those who don’t possess these, please bring two documents  

out of these three:   

1）A pension book 

2）A copy of certificate of residence, certificate validating 

 residence,or stamp/seal certification） 

3）National Health Insurance certificate or health insurance certificate 

4. The applicant’s stamp/seal（legally binding stamp only） 

5. Passport photos – 2 copies of recent photos  

showing upper-body facing straight to camera;  

3.0 centi-meters vertical & 2.5 centi-meters horizontal.  

Please place one phonto to the Separation from Employment form 

6. A bank passbook with applicant’s name（those of certain  

financial institutions are unacceptable）.  

 However, if a stamp confirmation is issued by a financial institution to the designated forms, then passbook will not be needed.  

7. For those who were sailors, Sailor Unemployment Insurance certificate, and Sailor booklet. 

 
 

In order to receive job-seeker allowance, please follow these procedures for job-search application at the 

nearest PESO（please refer to P.7） 

  

    

        

  

     

    

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

◆those who were employed as sailor（shipping crew）wishing to be re-employed as sailor, please come to Regional Transportation Bureausto submit 

 
 
◆ In principle, those having an insurance beneficiary status for 12-months or more over two years prior to separation 

from employment are qualified to receive this benefit.（※1） 
 

◆ In the event of uncontrollable reasons for separation from employment, such as bankruptcy or dismissal（classified 
as Special recipient qualification）, or non-renewal of a Limited-time Labor contract,（classified as Special cases of 

separation from employment）（※2）those having an insurance beneficiary status for 6-months or more over one 

year prior to separation from employment are also qualified.  
 

        ※1 Insurance beneficiary status period is defined as number of months prior to separation from employment, 
where while being a beneficiary, wages were paid at least 11-days per month. 

 
※2 Please refer to Page 3, clause ⑨, for an explanation of Special recipient qualification, as well as Special 

cases for separation from employment.    
 

《Those with multiple separation-from-employment forms, please submit all of them》 
 

★ In order to qualify for‘Senior-aged Job-seeker allowance’ for senior-aged beneficiaries who continue to be covered, 
and ‘one-time special allowance’ for short-term specialized employees, an insurance beneficiary status must have 
been maintained for 6-months or more over one year prior to separation from employment 

⑤ Qualifications to receive ‘Job-seeker’ allowance 【Qualifications for Basic allowance】 

Sample 

④ Procedures for receiving job-seeker allowance 
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While unemployed, the allowance receivable per day is 
called ‘Basic allowance daily amount’  

In principle, the daily amount is calculated by 
recognizging wages monthly received for 6-months prior 
to separation from employment, dividing this sum by 180, 
and multiplying by 50-80%; the lower the former wages, 
the higher the disbursement percentage.  

Also, there is an upper limit as well as lower limit 
established for Basic daily allowance amount.  

 

 

◆Departure from employment due to retirement-age, 

end-of-contract or own will 

Less than 
10 years 

More than 10 
years less than 
20 years  
 

More than 
20 years 

Less than 65-years old 90 
days 

120 
days 

150 
days 

◆ Handicapped, and difficult to be employed 

 Less than 

1 year 
More than a year 

Less than 45-years old 

150 days  

３ ０ ０ days  

 More or equal to 45, less than 65 ３ ６ ０ days  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

※ In calculating「time-period for being a beneficiary（being under insurance coverage）」, previous time-periods for being a beneficiary can be added subject 
to certain conditions. Please inquire with the nearest PESO. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Reasons for separation 

from employment   

Dismissed, reached retirement age, or 

end of term of contract.  

Resignation at self will, or dismissed due to bleach of 

contract or workplace rules.   

Start of disbursement 

Since submission of ‘separation from 
employment’ form, and Job-search 
application, after 7-days of unemployment 
period（ie. ‘waiting period’）, disbursement 
may begin.  

Since submission of ‘separation from employment’ form, and 
Job-search application, after 7-days of unemployment period
（ie. ‘waiting period’）plus 3-months (allowance limitation) has 
passed, disbursement may begin.  

Time period for receiving 

disbursements

（payments） 

1-year after the day after separation from employment 
During a window of 1-year, disbursements are given with pre-scribed allowance dates as the maximum. 

However, when allowance period is past, then allowance are not disbursed, even though one may have 
allowance dates remaining.（Please take these procedures as soon as possible） 

 

◆  Specially qualified recipient, or Special-cases of separation from 

employment  

 
 

Less than 
1 year 

More than 
a year,  

less than 2 
years 

More than 
5 years, 

less than 
10 years 

More than 
10 years, 
less than 
20 years 

More 
than 20 
years,  

Less than 30 

90day 

90days 

120days 180days － 

More or equal to 30, less than 35 
180days 

210days 240days

More or equal to 35, less than 45  240days 270days

More or equal to 45, less than 60 180days 240days 270days 330days

More or equal to 60, less than 65 150days 180days 210days 240days

⑥ Allowance amount per day 【Basic allowance daily amount】 

⑦ Number of days the Basic allowance is disbursed 【pre-defined number of days for disbursement】 

⑧ Start time and duration of disbursement （payment） 【Waiting period】【limitations on allowance, 】【period of 

disbursement】 

Age at Separation* 

Ageat Separation* 

Age at Separation* 

For the following cases, one-time lump-sum payments shall be made.  
◆Senior-aged beneficiaries who continue to be covered（ ◆ Short-term specialized beneficiaries（seasonal work） 

Beneficiary time period Less than a year More than a year 
Short-term specialized 

allowance amount For 40 days 

Senior aged job-seeker 
allowance amount For 30 days  For 50 days  

（tentative measure） 

◆ Approximate Formula  
Wages received 6-months 

prior to Separation from 

employment 
×（５０～80％）※ 

１８０ 

＝【Basic allowance daily amount’】 

 

※ for those aged 60-64, the disbursement % will be 45～80％ 

  

For those who were shipping crew（sailors）, terms and conditions may vary depending on your date-of-birth.  

Disbursement Percentage 

Daily Wage 

Beneficiary time period 

Beneficiary time period 
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Procedures for Extending allowance recipient period 

※ In principle, in order to receive basic allowance, one must be certified as ‘unemployed’ on official 
certification dates occurring every 4 weeks.  

★ The duration for disbursement（payment）of  ‘Senior job-seeker allowance’ intended for senior-aged beneficiaries 
who continue to be covered ends one year after the day after separation from employment;  for ‘Special one-time 
allowance’ intended for short-term specialized employees the end of payment period is set as six-months after the 
day after separation from employment.  

 

 

 

◆ About「Specially qualified recipient」and「Special-cases of separation from employment」 

Specially qualified recipient is defined as those who had little time to be separated from employment 
due to reasons such as bankruptcy or dismissal. Special-cases of separation from employment is defined as 
those other than「Specially qualified recipient」who faced non-renewal of a time-limited employment 
contract, or other uncontrollable reasons for separation from employment.  So, qualifications for 
respective categories are well defined.  

 

◆ Judgement on qualification as「Specially qualified recipient」or「Special-cases of separation from employment」 

PESO shall judge whether someone qualifies as 「Specially qualified recipient」, or 「Special-cases of 
separation from employment」, based upon reasons for separation from employment. Reasons for 
‘separation from employment’ will be carefully evaluated and certified by PESO by weighting claims by both 
the employer, as well as the employee, while also referencing relevant documents that support claims by 
respective sides.  

Please inquire with PESO as to definitions and evaluation criteria of「Specially qualified recipient」and
「Special-cases of separation from employment」. Also, a relevant pamphlet is available at the following URL 
hosted by Ministry of Health, Labor & Welfare.  

http://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/seisakunitsuite/bunya/koyou_roudou/koyou/koyouhoken/index.html 
 

 

 

Those unable to work for more than 30-days during the Basic allowance disbursement period – lasting 1-year 
after separation from employment – for the following reasons, the benefit disbursement period may be extended.  

Also, those wishing to participate in classes as prescribed under the Educational training allowance, may extend 
the training period. 

 
① Unable to work due to illness or injury（Including periods when injury-sickness allowance from the Health Insurance, and resting allowance 

from Workmen’s Compensation Insurance were available） 
② Unable to work due to pregnancy, giving-birth, and child rearing（limited to care of children under 3-years old） 
③ Unable to work due to taking care of elderly family member(s) 
④ Wishing to rest for a while after reaching retirement age of 60, etc, and separated from employment.（those employed as ‘sailor’ have 

different age restrictions） 

 

 
 

Reasons for 
Extention 

Illness or injury, pregnancy, giving birth, providing 
nursing-care to immediate family, etc. Reaching retirement age at 60-years of age 

Application 
deadline 

Within 1-month of 30 days past the next day from separation 
from employment（last day of work） 

Within 2-months from the day after separation from 
employment 

Period of 
Extention 

（Benefit receiving 
period） 
One-year 

＋ （Period unable to work） 
Maximum of 3-years 

（Benefit receiving 
period） 
One-year 

＋ （Period for rest, if needed）
Maximum of 1-year 

Documents to 
be submitted 

Application to exend allowance receiving period,  separation from employment form-2, Stamp/seal of the applicant（other than 
certification seal & stamp seal） 

Documents validating reasons for extension.  

Procedures for 
submission 

The applicant submits at PESO, mailing in the application, or 
an agent submits on behalf of the applicant（Letter of 

delegation is needed） 
In principle, the applicant must come to PESO.   

Place for 
submission PESO, whose jurisdiction includes your address. 

⑨ About Special recipient qualifiation, or Special-cases of separation from employment 

⑩ Those who are unable to work immediately… If separated from employment before the age 65  
【Extention of benefit disbursement period】 

http://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/seisakunitsuite/bunya/koyou_roudou/koyou/koyouhoken/index.html
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〈Example〉  

 

 End of reception period 
after extention 

Separation from 
Employment         
            

Previous place 
of employment

200-days during which you can not be re-employed   Reception period is extended by 200-days  

 

30-days 
1-month of 
application 

period 

         

   
 End of prescribed reception 

period     

            

            
 

★ With respect to Senior-aged job-seeker allowance, and Short-term specialized job-seeker one-time allowance 
available for the Senior-aged continuous beneficiary, these benefits may not be extended beyond the prescribed 
reception period（during which period, benefits may be receive） 

 
 
 
The Basic（Unemployment）allowance may not be received in conjunction with ‘Senior-aged Pension fund’, 

and ‘Retirement mutual Pension’. When an application for Job-search is submitted in order to receive the 
Basic allowance under the Unemployment insurance, all of payments for ‘Senior-aged Pension fund’, and 
‘Retirement mutual Pension’ will be stopped.   

For details, please inquire within the nearest Pension office as operated by Japan Pension Service.  

 

 
  For those receiving the Basic allowance as 「Specially qualified recipient」or 「Special-cases of separation 

from employment」there are rules that reduce payments for National Health Insurance.（Senior-aged benefit 
qualifiers, and Special-cases benefit qualifiers are not eligible） 

In order to receive a reduction in National Health Insurance payments, an application needs to be submitted. 
Please inquire with the nearest National Health Insurance desk within your local municipality.  

  

⑪ Adjustments with Japan Pension payments 

⑫ Reduction of National Health Insurance payments （taxes） 

Reception period after extention（1-year） 

Standard Al l owa nce  r ecept i on per i od（ 1 - yea r） 
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Submission of Job-search 
application, and confirmation 

of Beneficiary status  

Separation from Employment 

End of ‘Waiting period’ 

Limitation on receiving 
the allowance 

 

Certification for being 
Unemployed 

Basic allowance 
disbursements（Payments） 

 

Re-employment 

End of disbursements  

In principle, your date for 
Unemployment certification 

is renewed every 4-weeks 

 

The applicant himself needs to bring requisite documents（refer to P.2 
requisite documents）. Based upon documents presented, PESO shall 
determine, and confirm beneficiary status.  

Seminar for explanation of the 
Unemployment Insurance benefits  

 

Please utilize Job-search resources 
 
Job postings, and job-counciing services are available during days outside 

of unemployment certification days. We hope that you are re-employed as 
soon as possible.  

 

Even after disbursement of prescribed allowances, PESO 
remains available to provide counseling; as such, please 
make use of PESO resources.  

⑬ Procedures for receiving Basic allowance 

A period of 7-days after being qualified for receiving the Basic allowance  
is defined as ‘waiting period’ during which, no allowance or compensation 
can be disbursed. 
 

At every unemployed certification date（principally, once every 4-weeks）, 
please present the beneficiary status certificate, and the Unemployed 
certification application. Your unemployed status will be certified in light of 
job-serch activities as well as any other employment activities.   
 

For days certified as unemployed, Basic allowace will be deposited into your 
specified bank account. （Please note that recognition of deposit into your 
account may take as long as a week） 

Upon re-employment, applications may be submitted for -  re-employment 
allowance, employment promotion & adoption allowance, re-employment 
allowance, steady employment preparatory allowance, as well as Senior-age 
re-employment allowance.（Please refer to ⑭） 
 

PESO shall issue a certificate of Beneficiary status, and other documents. 
Also, PESO shall explain procedures for receiving the Unemployment 
insurance benefits, and provide advice for re-employment activities.   

※雇用保険説明会は、待期期間満了後となる場合もあります。 

Those seprated from employement due to own reasons, or 
dismissed from work. Those who resigned at self will, or dismissed 
due to bleach of contract or workplace rules, are not disbursed 
allowance for 3 additional months since the end of ‘witing-period’. 
This is called ‘Limitation on receiving the allowance’。 
 

Be careful！ 
Those attempting to receive these insurance 
benefits & allowances by falsifying information, or 
otherwise engaging in illegal acts will be penalized 
severely as illegal recipients.（eg.：Non-registration 
of employment/labour, non-registration of 
self-employment, self-owned business, etc.） 
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 For those who submitted Job-search application to PESO, experienced the ‘Wait period’ as prescribed, and 
were re-employed to a steady job relatively early in his job-search（※）, a ‘re-employment allowance’ is 
available. If the beneficiary is certified as ‘unemployed’ a day prior to re-employment, and Baic allowance 
reception days remaining are more than 1/3 the allotted disbursement days, then those qualified as such 
can receive benefit payments that are calculated by: balance of ‘days of Basic allowance disbursement’ 50%
（60% in some cases）times daily Basic allowance rate, where certain conditions must be met prior to this 
benefit being disbursed. 
 

※ For example, becoming a beneficiary under the Unemployment Insurance, or as a business-owner, employing a 
beneficiary under the Unemployment Inurance.  

 
In addition, in case where the re-employed received insurance benefits（prior to re-employment）and is 

employed for more than 6-months, and he receives wages that are lower than those he received prior to 
reception of the Unemployment benefits, he is eligible to receive Employment promotion & adoption 
allowance.  

Also, when he is re-employed with at least 45-days, or 1/3 remainining in basic allowance receivable 
period, and is not eligible for re-employment allowance due to work arrangement other than regular 
employment（less than 1-year worth of employment）, then he is eligible to to receive employment allowance, 
which is 30% of the daily Basic allowance rate（amounts less than 1 yen are not recognized）.  

For both benefits, there are daily maximum amounts for Basic allowance amount depending on age. 
 
 Those whose allowance was limited due to ‘reasons for separation from employment’, re-employment 
allowance, and employment-allowance are available - after completion of ‘waiting-period’ for a month – for 
those jobs introduced by PESO.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The first step towards re-employment begins with reflecting  
upon one’s own career. 
Take an inventory of your career progression to  

date, and fulfill the Job-search application as instructed below.  
 

 

⑭ Allowance for those who are re-employed early 

Please utilize PESO for 
job-counseling, so you 
may be re-employed ! 

For those Unemployment insurance beneficiaries, older than 60-years of age, but less than 65-years（※）the 
‘Senior continued employment allowance’ is provided.  

 ※for Sailors, depending on date-of-birth, the above clause applies to those who are older than 55-years of age, 
but less than 60-years.  

There are two types of ‘Senior continued employment allowance’: Senior continued employment basic allowance, 
and Senior re-employment allowance.  

The Senior continued employment basic allowance is available for those who were re-employed without receiving Basic 
allowance under the Unemployment insurance（inclusive of cases of disbursements for re-employment allowance）.  This
particular allowance is provided when wages received past the age 60-years old, is less than 75% of wages received prior to 
that age.（Disbursement amount has a maximum of 15% of monthly wages received, and will be adjusted in accordance 
with lowering of wages） 
 The Senior re-employment allowance is available to those aged 60-years or higher, but less than 65-years, 
who are re-employed（with expectation of one-year worth of employment）but with 100-days remaining Basic 
allowance disbursement, and the wages upon re-employemnt is less than 75% of former wage levels.（The allowance
amount is capped at 15% of monthly wages, and will be paid in accordance with declining wage rates）。Please note 
however, this benefit can not be disbursed at the same time as the re-employment allowance（refer to ⑭） 

 
 

For those re-employed after age 60 years old 
For those re-employed after age 60･･･ 

In addition to above benefits, there is ‘steady employment promotion allowance’. 
For details, such as requirements for disbursement, please inquire with your 
nearest PESO office.  
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※ If you havethe format, please fill-out with a pencil, and bring to the nearest PESO. 

 

 

 
The job-search application, containing all relevant information for re-employment, is to be submitted to, 

and registered with PESO.  
Filling out the job-search application, while reflecting upon one’s career, and making sense of each step 

implies the first step towards re-employment.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
◆In the job-search application, points ①～④ should be articulated 
 in order to highlight your career-path.  
◆ Please refer to comments to the left, and fill-out the form using 
 a pencil.   

About 「job-search application」 

 

「Description of last job」 
 

Write a detailed description of 
your last job, inclulding specific 
roles, and responsibilities that 
were undertaken. This is a 
chance to appeal about your 
experiences.   

Point ② 

 

 

「Own skill-sets」 
 

In addition to academic 
background, indicate vocational 
training receive. In terms of 
licenses & qualifications, indicate 
those you have attained already, 
as well as those you are 
preparing to obtain. 
 

Point ③ 

 

Point ④ 

  
「Aspiration for 
empoyment」  

Write down your desired 
conditions for employment, as 
you embark upon a job-search. 

Consider points ①~③ above, 
as well as conditions thusfar, and 
strive to write down conditions 
that may draw most attention 
from recruiters’ perspective. 

 

「Last Employer」  
Write about last place of 

employment.  
Reflect（think back）upon 

work experiences there, and 
think about future job 
endeavors, and conditions 
that are desired.  
  

Point ① 

 

② 

④ 

③ 

① 


